Instructions
These instructions provide installation, operation and maintenance information for APCO SRA-3000A Surge Relief Angle Valves. They are for use by personnel who are responsible for installation, operation and maintenance of APCO SRA-3000A Surge Relief Angle Valves.

Safety Messages
All safety messages in the instructions are flagged with an exclamation symbol and the word Caution, Warning or Danger. These messages indicate procedures that must be followed exactly to avoid equipment damage, personal injury or death.

Safety label(s) on the product indicate hazards that can cause equipment damage, personal injury or death. If a safety label becomes difficult to see or read, or if a label has been removed, please contact DeZURIK for replacement label(s).

![WARNING!]

Personnel involved in the installation or maintenance of valves should be constantly alert to potential emission of pipeline material and take appropriate safety precautions. Always wear suitable protection when dealing with hazardous pipeline materials. Handle valves, which have been removed from service, with suitable protection for any potential pipeline material in the valve.

Inspection
Your APCO SRA-3000A Surge Relief Angle Valve has been packaged to provide protection during shipment; however, it can be damaged in transport. Carefully inspect the unit for damage upon arrival and file a claim with the carrier if damage is apparent.

Parts
Recommended spare parts are listed on the assembly drawing. These parts should be stocked to minimize downtime. Order parts from your local DeZURIK sales representative, or directly from DeZURIK. When ordering parts please choose from the following:

If the valve has a DeZURIK APCO nameplate please include the serial number, which is comprised of a 7-digit part number followed by a 4-digit revision number (example: 9999999R000), located on the data plate attached to the valve assembly. Also include the part name, the assembly drawing number, the balloon number and the quantity stated on the assembly drawing.

If there isn't any nameplate visible on the valve, please include valve model number, the part name, and item number from the assembly drawing. You may contact your local DeZURIK Representative to help you identify your valve.

DeZURIK Service
DeZURIK service personnel are available to maintain and repair all DeZURIK products. DeZURIK also offers customized training programs and consultation services.

For more information, contact your local DeZURIK sales representative or visit our website at www.dezurik.com.
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Description
The APCO SRA-3000A Angle Surge Relief Valve is designed to protect pipelines against excessive overpressures. It is basically a spring loaded “pop-off” type valve which will open quickly when system pressure exceeds setting of spring(s) and will close slowly at an adjustable rate when system pressure returns to normal.

The APCO SRA-3000A Angle Surge Relief Valve is held closed against normal line pressure by means of the externally mounted spring(s), which is preset at the factory to open at the relief pressure setting specified by the customer.

The APCO SRA-3000A Angle Surge Relief Valve is also provided with a Flow Control Valve (refer to Figure 2, A35) to control the rate of closure of the valve. The rate of closure may be adjusted in the field to suit the particular hydraulic conditions of the system.

Handling and Storage
Lifting the valve improperly may damage it. Do not fasten lifting devices through the inlet or discharge openings of the body. Lift the valve with slings, chains or cables fastened around the valve body or cover, or fastened to bolts or rods through bolt holes in the flanges. Use a sling, cable or chain around the spring compression pipe assembly only as a secondary means of balancing or steadying the valve. Do not lift the full weight of the valve solely by the spring compression pipe assembly.

If installation will be delayed, place valve indoors in secure, weather tight storage. If temporary outside storage is unavoidable, make sure a vermin proof rain cover (water shedding tarp, etc.) is secured around/over the valve to keep off rain and mud. Skid and set the assembly on a flat, solid, and well drained surface for protection from ground moisture, runoff and pooled rain water.

Installation
- The SRA-3000A Angle Surge Relief Valve may be installed in any position. The discharge can be piped back to the wet well or to the atmosphere.
- Before installation, remove foreign material such as weld spatter, oil, grease, and dirt from the pipeline.
- Prepare pipe ends and install valves in accordance with the pipe manufacturer’s instructions for the joint used.
- Tighten the flange bolts or studs in a crisscross pattern in a minimum of four stages.

Fusion/Powder Coated Valves

⚠️ CAUTION!
Valves with fusion/powder coated exterior paint require flat washers under the flange nuts when installing the valve to the pipeline flange to prevent the coating from cracking or chipping.
Maintenance

Through the course of operation, the assembly must be checked for leaks. The valve should be examined for leaks at the vent hole in the cover (A02), which is an unthreaded hole drilled on an angle into the cover. This creates a vented air gap inside the cover, insuring that there is always atmospheric air between the hydraulic oil in the cover’s integral cylinder chamber and the media inside the valve body. This is accomplished via a drilled hole through the side of the lower shaft bushing (A04). A relief on the lower shaft between the two lower shaft o-rings (A26) is connected via the hole in the lower shaft bushing to a relieved portion of the lower shaft bushing, located between the two bushing o-rings (A25), which lines up with the aforementioned vent hole in the cover. If hydraulic oil and/or piping system media is detected at the vent hole, then there is a problem with the corresponding o-ring seals (A25) and/or lower shaft o-ring (A26). The cover also features four radially-oriented, cast-in window slots immediately beneath the lower flange of the spring compression pipe assembly (A23). Looking into these slots with a flashlight should provide visual indication of any leakage from the upper shaft o-ring (A27). Lastly, any sign of pipeline media leakage between the body (A01) and the cover, would be indicative of a faulty cover o-ring (A03).

The oil level in the cover (A02) should always be up to the oil fill pipe plug (A49). Depending on valve orientation (except if the valve is installed with its inlet flange facing upward) at least one of the oil fill pipe plugs or the flow control valve (A35) should be adequately positioned to top off the oil in the cover’s integral cylinder chamber.

The SRA-3000A Surge Relief Angle Valve is also provided with an inspection hole pipe plug (A29) located on the back side of the valve body for draining purposes or for checking for any leaks past the valve seat. Depending on the valve orientation, it may be necessary to open the drain plug from time to time to drain any water that might have accumulated.

Recommended Oil: Mobil DTE 24, Castrol Hyspin AWS 32 or equal.

---

**WARNING!**

Servicing the Surge Relief Valve while the pipeline is under pressure can cause personal injury or equipment damage. Relieve pipeline pressure or shut off isolation valve before servicing the Surge Relief Valve.

---

Replacement part instructions

See Figure 3 for part identification.

**Follow instruction sets 1, 1A and 1B to replace these parts:**

- Cover o-ring (A03)
- Body seat o-ring (A33)
- Disc seat (A06)

**Follow instruction set 2 to replace these parts:**

- Piston seal (A08)
- Bushing o-ring (A25)
- Rod wiper (A28)
- Piston seal energizing o-ring (A09)
- Lower shaft o-ring (A26)
- Upper shaft o-ring (A27)
- Cylinder chamber cap o-ring (A14)

**Reassembly: Instruction sets 3 and 4.**
1. Separation of spring compression pipe assembly, cover assembly, and body assembly:

A. Remove inspection hole pipe plug (A29) and drain any standing water. Depending on valve orientation and piping arrangement, additional factors related to the draining of inlet and/or outlet piping may be required.

B. Remove the mechanical counter’s (A42) lever and tie a length of string to the lever to allow for retrieval of the mechanical counter wire (A45) wire during reassembly. Tighten the screw in the mechanical counter’s lever so it doesn’t get lost. Length of string should be at least 6” inches longer than the length of the (long) pipe assembly upper screws (A21).

C. Mark height of anti-rotation set screw (A19) along slot in spring compression pipe assembly (A23).

![WARNING!]

To de-energize the valve spring compression before disassembly of the Surge Relief Valve, prior to the loosening of the pipe assembly upper screws, steps D, E & F must be followed in order. This will de-energize the spring compression applied by the spring compressor and spring compression guide. Without first de-energizing the additional compression imposed by the spring compressor, the pipe assembly upper screws are not long enough to completely de-energize the full compression of the spring. Premature loosening and removal of the pipe assembly upper screws can cause serious personal injury or equipment damage. If the spring compressor fails to turn for any reason, STOP, do not apply excess force to break threads loose. Contact DeZurik.

D. Loosen lock nut (A38).

E. Loosen spring compressor (A22), by turning in the clockwise direction, until anti-rotation set screw (A19) reaches the top of its slot in the spring compression pipe assembly (A23). Note that for two largest spring compression pipe assemblies (those with flange diameters of 17.50” or 21.00”), the loosening and tightening torque for the spring compressor (A22) may be quite high (ranging as high as 1430 ft-lbs for a 16” valve with a relief pressure setting of 200 psi.) For this reason, a torque wrench with a long handle or a hydraulic torque wrench may be the best tool to use in such cases.

F. Remove anti-rotation set screw (A19). Keep turning spring compressor (A22) in clockwise direction until spring compression guide comes in contact with pinned heavy hex nut (or threaded stop collar) on spring compressor. This insures that spring compression will be fully de-energized after next step is complete.

G. Loosen pipe assembly upper screws (A21) evenly to de-energize remaining spring compression. Verify all of the spring compression is de-energized before unthreading pipe assembly upper screws from spring compression pipe assembly (A23) completely.
Maintenance (continued)

H. Carefully remove spring compression top flange (A17) with assembled spring compression guide (A18), spring compressor (A22), and mechanical counter (A42) from the spring compression pipe assembly (A23). **NOTE: For any reason the parts mentioned in this step need to be replaced or repaired due to damage or wear, contact DeZURIK directly.**

I. Remove compression spring(s) (A24).

J. Loosen and remove pipe assembly lower screws (A20), separating spring compression pipe assembly (A23) from cover (A02).

K. Remove screws (A34) and uninstall cover (A02) from body (A01). The cover o-ring (A03) may now be examined and replaced as needed.

1A. Replacement of disc seat (as necessary)

A. Loosen and remove disc seat retaining screws (A32). *Note that the disc seat (A06) on valve sizes 2” and 3” is retained by a single central retaining screw. The 2” valve size uses a single washer as a disc seat retaining ring, while the 3” valve size uses a stack of two washers for this purpose.*

B. Remove disc seat retaining ring (A31).

C. Disc seat (A06) may be removed, examined and replaced as necessary.

D. To reinstall disc seat (A06), place disc seat back on disc (A10), and disc seat retaining ring (A31) back on disc seat. Line up the screw holes in all parts.

E. Install the disc seat retaining screws (A32). For valve sizes 2” and 3” use Loctite 263 High-Strength Threadlocker on the screw.

F. Tighten the screws until the outside diameter of the disc seat (A06) is tight against the mating register on the disc (A10). Tightening torque should be approximately 30-50 in-lbs, but may be slightly more for valve sizes 2” and 3”.

1B. Replacement of body seat (as necessary)

A. Loosen and remove body seat retaining screws (A30).

B. Temporarily thread in four hex head cap screws into the holes in the body seat (A05) from which the body seat retaining screws (A30) were removed. The screws should be installed to depth of just less than the thickness of the body seat. The thread size is 1/4"-20 for 2-4” valve sizes and 3/8"-16 for 6-16” valve sizes.

C. As evenly as possible, tap on the heads of the screws to uninstall the body seat (A05) from the body (A01). Afterwards, remove the temporary screws.

D. Body seat o-ring (A33) may be removed, examined, and replaced as necessary.

E. Install body seat o-ring (A33) into groove on body seat (A05), lubricating o-ring with a light coat of Dow Corning 111 or other suitable lubricant.
Maintenance (continued)

F. Carefully slide the body seat (A05) all the way into its counterbore on the body (A01). Even tapping on the seat may be required. This should be done with a non-marring hammer or by using a block of wood against the seat. Take care not to damage the body seat o-ring (A33) during installation.

G. Put a bead of Loctite 263 High-Strength Threadlocker on the seat retaining screws (A30), and install them tightly into their holes on the body seat (A05) using a hex key.

2. Disassembly of cover assembly:

A. Remove flow control valve (A35) from side of cover (A02). Drain oil from valve. To remove the flow control valve, its adjustment knob and lock knob will need to first be removed by loosening the set screw in the adjustment knob, and unthreading the lock knob.

B. Slide spring pressure plate guide (A16) off of upper shaft (A12) past mechanical counter hook (A44).

C. Slide upper shaft (A12) up and out from cylinder chamber cap (A13).

D. Loosen and remove cylinder chamber cap screws (A15). Match-mark the cylinder chamber cap (A13) to the cover (A02) so that the cap can easily aligned to the same position during reinstallation.

E. Remove cylinder chamber cap (A13), upper shaft o-ring (A27) and cylinder chamber cap o-ring (A14). O-rings may be removed from cylinder chamber cap, examined and replaced as necessary.

F. Loosen and remove piston assembly screw (A41) while preventing lower shaft (A11) from rotating with its wrench flats, which are located just above its connection to the disc (A10).

G. Remove the piston assembly (piston (A07), piston seal (A08) and piston seal energizing o-ring (A09)) from cover (A02). The thru hole in the piston is internally threaded to facilitate removal and reinstallation. The threads size is: 1/2"-20 for 2-4" valve sizes; 3/4"-10 for 6" valve size; 1-1/8"-12 for 8-10" valve sizes; and 1-3/4"-5 for 12-16" valve sizes. Seal may be examined, and replaced if necessary. Note, that removing the seal from the piston will likely damage it beyond usefulness. Therefore it should only be removed from the piston if needs to be replaced. The o-ring can only be examined and replaced if the seal is removed.

H. Using a flathead screwdriver, expand lower shaft retaining ring (A39) and lift above its groove, sliding it up and off lower shaft (A11). Note that the lower shaft should only be removed from the cover (A02) to examine and possibly replace the lower shaft bushing (A04), the bushing o-rings (A25), the lower shaft o-rings (A26) or the rod wiper (A28). This is because the rod wiper will tend to interfere with the o-ring grooves and retaining ring groove on the lower shaft if an attempt is made to reinstall the lower shaft from the bottom. Thus, if removed, the lower shaft should be reinstalled from the top, meaning that it must first be unthreaded from the disc (A10).
I. Remove lower shaft (A11) from cover (A02). Lower shaft o-rings (A26) may now be examined and replaced as necessary. Rod wiper (A28) may also now be examined, removed from the cover, and replaced as necessary.

J. Using a flathead screwdriver, pry bushing retaining ring (A40) inward and remove from cover (A02).

**Maintenance (continued)**

K. Remove lower shaft bushing (A04) from cover (A02). Bushing o-rings (A25) may now be removed and examined and replaced as necessary.

3. **Reassembly of cover assembly:**

   A. Install bushing o-rings (A25) into their grooves in cover (A02). Lubricate o-rings with light coating of Dow-Corning 111 or other suitable lubricant.

   B. Install lower shaft bushing (A04) into cover (A02), taking care to make sure the end with the chamfer on the outside diameter is the end inserted into the bore.

   C. Install bushing retaining ring (A40) into its groove, making sure that it is in the groove in all locations around the circumference.

   D. Install rod wiper (A28) into its groove in cover (A02). The rod wiper's lip should face downward. It will not fit into the groove properly if installed upside down.

   E. Unthread lower shaft (A11) from disc (A10) by using the wrench flats on the lower shaft. Use a wire brush to clean dried Loctite thread-locker compound from the threads on both parts.

   F. Stretch lower shaft o-rings (A26) onto lower shaft (A11) and position them into their grooves. Lubricate o-rings with light coating of Dow-Corning 111 or other suitable lubricant.

   G. Install lower shaft (A11) into bore in lower shaft bushing (A04) from the top side. **Note that trying to install lower shaft from the bottom side of the cover (A02) will cause interference with the rod wiper's (A28) lip.**

   H. Run a bead of Loctite 263 High-Strength Threadlocker around the circumference of the external threads on the end of the lower shaft (A11). Then, hold wrench flats on lower shaft (A11) while spinning disc (A10) onto lower shaft. Wipe away any excess Loctite.

   I. Install lower shaft retaining ring (A39) into its groove on the lower shaft (A11), making sure that it is in the groove in all locations around the circumference.

   J. Stand cover (A02) up so that the disc (A10) is on the bottom and the cover’s cylinder chamber bore is facing upward.

   K. If piston seal (A08) and piston seal energizing o-ring (A09) were removed from piston (A07), replace them now, snapping the seal into the shallow groove on the outside diameter of the piston.

   L. Fill the bottom of the cylinder chamber with hydraulic oil (see recommended oil on page 5). The level should be approximately an inch below the bottom of the upper flow control valve port.
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M. Install piston (A07) into the cover. If necessary, the internal threads of the piston (mentioned above in step 2.G) may be used to get the piston and its seal started into the bore. Once started, slide the piston down by hand allowing air to escape through the center hole of the piston. Eventually oil will flow through this hole. Seat the piston down onto the top of the lower shaft (A11).

Maintenance (continued)

N. Install the piston assembly screw (A41) while preventing lower shaft (A11) from rotating with its wrench flats. Tighten screw according to the following approximate torque ranges:
   - 2-3” valve sizes: 25-30 ft-lbs
   - 6” valve size: 48-75 ft-lbs
   - 8-10” valve sizes: 125-320 ft-lbs
   - 12” valve size: 250-560 ft-lbs
   - 14-16” valve sizes: 435-975 ft-lbs

O. Install the flow control valve (A35) into the cover (A02). Then, temporarily install upper shaft (A12) into counterbore on piston (A07). Fill cylinder chamber with oil up to a level about ½” below the top of the cylinder chamber bore. Remove the upper shaft.

P. Install cylinder chamber cap o-ring (A14) and upper shaft o-ring (A27) into their grooves on cylinder chamber cap (A13). Lubricate o-rings with light coating of Dow-Corning 111 or other suitable lubricant. Install upper shaft into cylinder chamber cap from the top side so that the chamfered edge is the first to contact the upper shaft o-ring. Install shaft until the shoulder on the top end is flush with the top of the cylinder chamber cap.

Q. Install the end of the upper shaft (A12) into counterbore on piston (A07). Then, slide cylinder chamber cap down upper shaft until the cylinder chamber cap o-ring (A14) begins to enter the chamfer on the top of the cover’s (A02) cylinder chamber.

R. Spin the cylinder chamber cap (A13) until the match-mark from step 2.D above lines up, and its holes line up with their corresponding holes on the cover (A02).

S. Install the cylinder chamber cap screws (A15) and tighten. This may cause the upper shaft (A12) to eject slightly.

T. Tip the cover assembly over on its side with the flow control valve (A35) facing upward. Uninstall the flow control valve and ensure that the upper shaft (A12) is firmly installed into the piston (A07). Top off the oil in the flow control valve port, which will fill the chamber on both sides of the piston. When topping off, leave room for the flow control valve’s threads to prevent spilling oil during reinstallation of the flow control valve. Reinstall the flow control valve. Manually cycle the disc back and forth several times. Then, remove the flow control valve again and recheck the oil level. If it hasn’t changed reinstall the flow control valve, otherwise top off the oil, look for any signs of leakage, and repeat this procedure until the oil level does not change.

4. Combination of spring compression pipe assembly, cover assembly, and body assembly:
A. Install inspection hole pipe plug (A29) into port in body (A01) using PTFE pipe thread compound or tape.

**Maintenance (continued)**

B. Install cover o-ring (A03) into groove on body. Install cover into its register on body, and hand tighten cover screws (A34). Tighten cover screws gradually in a cross-over pattern, using several stages to arrive at final approximate torque:

- 2" valve size: 30 ft-lbs
- 3", 4" and 6" valve sizes: 127 ft-lbs
- 8" and 10" valve sizes: 204 ft-lbs
- 12", 14" and 16" valve sizes: 306 ft-lbs

These torque values are acceptable for valves with the optional 316 stainless steel bolting. For the standard zinc-plated alloy steel screws, the tabulated tightening torques are also acceptable, but they also range as high as double these tabulated values without overstressing the screws.

C. Install spring pressure plate guide (A16) onto upper shaft (A12), over mechanical counter hook (A44).

D. Install spring compression pipe assembly (A23) onto cover (A02), aligning the slot in the pipe assembly with the flow control valve. Install pipe assembly lower screws (A20), and tighten them in a cross-over pattern to the following approximate torque, as tabulated by pipe assembly flange outside diameter:

- 9.00", 10.38" or 21.00" flange diameter 71 ft-lbs
- 13.38" or 17.50" flange diameter 127 ft-lbs

These torque values are acceptable for valves with the optional 316 stainless steel bolting. For the standard zinc-plated alloy steel screws, the tabulated tightening torques are also acceptable, but they also range as high as double these tabulated values without overstressing the screws.

E. Install the compression spring(s) (A24) into the spring compression pipe assembly (A23), aligning them down onto the spring pressure plate guide (A16) and fishing the mechanical counter wire (A45) and its string through the center of the spring(s).

F. Place the spring compression top flange (A17) with assembled spring compression guide (A18), spring compressor (A22), and mechanical counter (A42) atop the spring(s) (A24), directly above the top flange of the spring compression pipe assembly (A23). Fish the string on the end of the mechanical counter wire (A45) up through the hole in the spring compression guide and then the hole in the spring compression top flange. Make sure that these holes are aligned and that the hole for the anti-rotation set screw (A19) is in line with the slot on the spring compression pipe assembly (A23).

G. Install and evenly tighten the pipe assembly upper screws (A21) to provide the initial spring compression. Keep string slack tight on the end of mechanical counter wire. Once the spring
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Compression top flange (A17) comes in contact with the top flange of the spring compression pipe assembly (A23), tighten the screws in accordance with the torque in step 4.D above.

H. Install and tighten anti-rotation set screw (A19). If threaded hole in spring compression guide (A18) is not visible, turning counterclockwise on the spring compressor (A22) may be necessary to bring threaded hole into view through slot in spring compression pipe assembly (A23). Insure spring compression guide is not rotating when turning on spring compressor.

Maintenance (continued)

I. Temporarily remove the mechanical counter (A42) from the spring compression top flange (A17) by loosening and removing the mechanical counter mounting screws (A43). Carefully remove the length of string from the mechanical counter’s lever and slide the lever onto the mechanical counter’s shaft. Position the mechanical counter and lever so that the lever is at roughly the one o’clock position on the shaft (when looking at the end of the shaft with the mechanical counter’s mounting surface at six o’clock). Tighten the screw to lock the lever onto the mechanical counter’s shaft. Reinstall the mechanical counter onto the spring compression top flange (A17) with the mounting screws. In doing so, the counter should activate to register a “half count”. Reset the counter.

J. Tighten the spring compressor (A22) by turning in the counterclockwise direction, until anti-rotation set screw (A19) reaches the mark along the slot in the spring compression pipe assembly (A23) made in step 1.C.

K. Tighten lock nut (A38).
Operation

The Surge Relief Angle Valve (SRA) is held normally closed by a compression spring(s) (A24). When the system pressure rises above the relief pressure setting of the springs(s), the disc (A10) moves quickly to the open position, raising the piston (A07) inside the integral oil cylinder of the cover (A02). This allows hydraulic oil from the top of the piston to flow freely through the flow control valve (A35) to the bottom of the piston.

As the system pressure subsides below the relief pressure setting, the surge relief valves closes at a slow adjustable rate. The spring(s) moves the disc toward the seated position as oil is metered from the bottom of the piston to the top of the piston by the adjustable flow control valve.

Start-up Procedure

⚠️ WARNING!

These valves may open or close without warning due to flow changes from pumps starting and stopping. Servicing or working around these valves while the pipeline is under pressure can cause personal injury or equipment damage.

Workers must be cautious when working around these valves.

Relieve pipeline pressure and lockout the pumps before servicing the valve.

1. Turn Flow Control Valve (A35) one complete turn counterclockwise from fully closed position. See “Adjustment of Flow Control Valve”.
2. Start pump.
3. Check for leaks on the valve body seat (A05) by removing the inspection hole pipe plug (A29) from the back of the valve body (A01). If leak exists, tighten spring compressor (A22) until leak stops.

Spring Adjustment

Spring is adjusted at factory for specified pressure relief setting. To increase relief pressure setting, tighten spring compressor (A22) in the counterclockwise direction one full turn at a time. To decrease relief pressure setting, loosen spring compressor by turning in the clockwise direction. Note that for two largest spring compression pipe assemblies (those with flange diameters of 17.50” or 21.00”), the loosening and tightening torque for the spring compressor (A22) may be quite high (ranging as high as 1430 ft-lbs for a 16” valve with a relief pressure setting of 200 psi). For this reason a torque wrench with a long handle or a hydraulic torque wrench may be the best tool to use in such cases, especially if substantial adjustment is required.

Before adjusting the spring(s) refer to the Spring Adjustment Ranges on the next page. Determine from the valve’s data plate, what the factory-set relief pressure setting is, and find the corresponding dot in the graph to determine which spring set is used in the valve. The valve may be adjusted to a relief pressure setting anywhere in the yellow or green bands identified for the particular combination of valve size and spring set. If adjustment is required beyond the bounds of these bands, determine which spring set is needed and consult the factory for further direction.
Spring Adjustment Ranges

SRA,3000A SURGE RELIEF VALVE - PRESSURE ADJUSTMENT RANGE BY SPRING SET

VALVE SIZE | SPRING SET
---|---
2" | A
 | B
3" | A
 | B
 | C
 | 1
4" | A
 | B
 | C
 | 1
6" | B
 | C
 | 1
 | 2
8" | 1
 | 1,2
10" | 1
 | 2
 | 1,2
 | 3
 | 1,3
12" | 2
 | 1,2
 | 3
 | 1,3
 | 2,3
 | 1,2,3
14" | 2
 | 1,2
 | 3
 | 1,3
 | 2,3
 | 2,3,4
16" | 2
 | 1,2
 | 3
 | 1,3
 | 2,3
 | 1,2,3
 | 1,3,4
 | 2,3,4
 | 1,2,3,4

RELIEF PRESSURE SETTING IN PSI

- **Optimal Range of Relief Pressure Settings:** Based on performance and cost. Note that using an overly-stiff spring set results in a higher pressure rise above the relief pressure setting in order to fully-open valve. Springs A, B, and C are stand-alone springs, while springs 1, 2, 3, and 4 are the components of a nesting system of springs which are mixed and matched as needed throughout the product line.

- **Alternate Adjustment Range:**

- **Factory Relief Pressure Settings Corresponding to Order Codes, in 5 PSI Increments**
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Oil Filling Procedure

Periodically the oil in the valve may need to be topped off. Hydraulic oil can be topped off without removing the valve from the pipeline, regardless of the installed orientation of the valve. This should be done in accordance with the procedure that follows. If however, the oil is leaking a significant amount, or if there is oil detected in the vent hole as described in the beginning of the “Maintenance” section, then any leaking seals should be examined and replaced by following the disassembly replacement part procedures provided in the “Maintenance” section.

1. Shut down and lock-out the pump
2. Determine which port will be used to top off the cover’s (A02) integral cylinder chamber. If the valve is installed with its inlet horizontal, this may be one of the oil fill pipe plugs (A49) or the port for the flow control valve (A35), whichever is pointing upward. If valve is installed with its inlet vertical (with flow entering upward into the valve), then the oil fill pipe plug directly opposite the flow control valve should be used.
3. Loosen and remove the oil fill pipe plug (A49) or flow control valve (A35) identified in step 2. (If the flow control valve is to be removed its adjustment knob and lock knob will need to be removed by loosening the set screw in the adjustment knob and unthreading the lock knob)
4. Top off the hydraulic oil (see recommended oil on page 5).
5. Reinstall the oil fill pipe plug (A49) or flow control valve (A35). If it was an oil fill pipe plug, apply PTFE pipe thread compound to the threads before reinstalling.

Adjustment of Flow Control Valve

The Flow Control Valve (A35) as shown in Figure 2 has a micrometer type adjustment designed to provide variable flow restriction in one direction with free flow in the opposite direction.

A lock knob (A35-1) is provided on the Flow Control Valve (A35) for locking the valve setting. Turning the adjustment knob (A35-2) clockwise closes the flow control valve further and increases the closure time of the SRA-3000A Surge Relief Angle Valve; likewise turning counterclockwise opens the flow control valve and decreases the closure time of the SRA-3000A Angle Surge Relief Valve.
Figure 3: SRA-3000A Surge Relief Angle Valves
## Troubleshooting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Possible Cause</th>
<th>Corrective Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Valve leaks excessively from one side of the disc to the other.</td>
<td>Foreign matter caught between disc and seat.</td>
<td>Clean disc and seat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disc seat, body seat, or body seat o-ring is worn or damaged.</td>
<td>Replace disc seat, body seat, or body seat o-ring.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spring force is insufficient.</td>
<td>Adjust spring accordingly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valve leaks at flange joint.</td>
<td>Loose flange bolting.</td>
<td>Tighten flange bolting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blown flange gasket.</td>
<td>Replace flange gasket.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Misalignment or damage to field piping and supports.</td>
<td>Adjust misalignment or repair piping or supports.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Damaged flange faces or improper flange connections.</td>
<td>Repair flange, replace valve body or adjust flange connections.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valve leaks at cover flange</td>
<td>Damage to cover o-ring.</td>
<td>Replace cover o-ring.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water/media leak at vent hole in cover</td>
<td>Damage to bushing o-ring (lower) or the lower shaft o-ring (lower).</td>
<td>Examine and replace damaged o-rings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydraulic oil leak at vent hole in cover</td>
<td>Damage to bushing o-ring (upper) or the lower shaft o-ring (upper).</td>
<td>Examine and replace damaged o-rings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydraulic oil leak visible in the cast-in “windows” of the cover</td>
<td>Damage to cylinder chamber cap o-ring or upper shaft o-ring.</td>
<td>Examine and replace damaged o-rings.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Guarantee

Products, auxiliaries and parts thereof of DeZURIK, Inc. manufacture are warranted to the original purchaser for a period of twenty-four (24) months from date of shipment from factory, against defective workmanship and material, but only if properly installed, operated and serviced in accordance with DeZURIK, Inc. recommendations. Repair or replacement, at our option, for items of DeZURIK, Inc. manufacture will be made free of charge, (FOB) our facility with removal, transportation and installation at your cost, if proved to be defective within such time, and this is your sole remedy with respect to such products. Equipment or parts manufactured by others but furnished by DeZURIK, Inc. will be repaired or replaced, but only to the extent provided in and honored by the original manufacturers warranty to DeZURIK, Inc., in each case subject to the limitations contained therein. No claim for transportation, labor or special or consequential damages or any other loss, cost or damage shall be allowed. You shall be solely responsible for determining suitability for use and in no event shall DeZURIK, Inc. be liable in this respect. DeZURIK, Inc. does not guarantee resistance to corrosion, erosion, abrasion or other sources of failure, nor does DeZURIK, Inc. guarantee a minimum length of service. Your failure to give written notice to us of any alleged defect under this warranty within twenty (20) days of its discovery, or attempts by someone other than DeZURIK, Inc. or its authorized representatives to remedy the alleged defects therein, or failure to return product or parts for repair or replacement as herein provided, or failure to install and operate said products and parts according to instructions furnished by DeZURIK, Inc., or misuse, modification, abuse or alteration of such product, accident, fire, flood or other Act of God, or failure to pay entire contract price when due shall be a waiver by you of all rights under this warranty.

The foregoing guarantee shall be null and void if, after shipment from our factory, the item is modified in any way or a component of another manufacturer, such as but not limited to, an actuator is attached to the item by anyone other than DeZURIK, Inc. Factory Service personnel. All orders accepted shall be deemed accepted subject to this limited warranty, which shall be exclusive of any other or previous Warranty, and this shall be the only effective guarantee or warranty binding on DeZURIK, Inc., despite anything to the contrary contained in the purchase order or represented by any agent or employee of DeZURIK, Inc., in writing or otherwise, notwithstanding, including but not limited to implied warranties.

Metric fasteners should not be used with ASME Class 150/300 bolt holes and flange bolt patterns. If you use metric fasteners with ASME Class 150/300 bolt holes and flange bolt patterns, it may lead to product failure, injury, and loss of life. DeZURIK Inc. disclaims all liability associated with the use of metric fasteners with ASME Class 150/300 bolt holes and flange patterns, including but not limited to personal injury, loss of life, loss of product, production time, equipment, property damage, lost profits, consequential damages of any kind and environment damage and/or cleanup. Use of metric fasteners with ASME Class 150/300 bolt holes and flange bolt patterns is a misuse that voids all warranties and contractual assurances. If you use metric fasteners with ASME Class 150/300 bolt holes and flange bolt patterns, you do so at your sole risk and any liability associated with such use shall not be the responsibility of DeZURIK, Inc. In addition to the foregoing, DeZURIK’s Manufacturer’s Conditions apply.

THE FOREGOING REPAIR AND REPLACEMENT OBLIGATIONS ARE IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, OBLIGATIONS AND LIABILITIES, INCLUDING ALL WARRANTIES OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR OF MERCHANTABILITY OR OTHERWISE, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED IN FACT OR BY LAW, AND STATE DEZURIK, INC.’S ENTIRE AND EXCLUSIVE LIABILITY AND YOUR EXCLUSIVE REMEDY FOR ANY CLAIM IN CONNECTION WITH THE SALE AND FURNISHING OF SERVICES, GOODS OR PARTS, THEIR DESIGN, SUITABILITY FOR USE, INSTALLATION OR OPERATIONS.

Limitation of liability

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY: IN NO EVENT SHALL DEZURIK, INC. BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES WHATSOEVER, AND DEZURIK, INC.’S LIABILITY, UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES, WILL EXCEED THE CONTRACT PRICE FOR THE GOODS AND/OR SERVICES FOR WHICH LIABILITY IS CLAIMED. ANY ACTION BY YOU FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT MUST BE COMMENCED WITHIN 12 MONTHS AFTER THE DATE OF SALE.

Sales and Service

For information about our worldwide locations, approvals, certifications and local representative:
Web site: www.dezurik.com  E-Mail: info@dezurik.com

250 Riverside Ave. N., Sartell, MN 56377 ● Phone: 320-259-2000 ● Fax: 320-259-2227

DeZURIK, Inc. reserves the right to incorporate our latest design and material changes without notice or obligation. Design features, materials of construction and dimensional data, as described in this manual, are provided for your information only and should not be relied upon unless confirmed in writing by DeZURIK, Inc. Certified drawings are available upon request.